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Activity 1  - Make a Pledge 
 

 

 

Objective: To have students make a commitment to doing one energy 

conservation activity each day. 

What to Expect:  

A goal-setting activity that can be repeated as many times as desired during the challenge. 

Materials:  

 Scraps of paper 

 Writing utensils 

Description  

As a class, discuss the ways in which we overuse energy and brainstorm some things you could do in your 

classroom to reduce energy consumption. Think about something you can do every day, as repetition will lead 

to developing habits. Will you unplug all electronics at the end of the day? Will you try to use only natural light 

or half lights? Write your pledge and post it in a central location. If desired, have all the students sign it. Every 

day, check in to see if your class accomplished your goal and make a tally beside the pledge. 

Step by Step:  

• Have your class brainstorm simple actions individuals can take to reduce their energy consumption. 

Give students a few minutes to think about one action that they could do to reduce their personal 

energy consumption at home. 

•  Once students have thought of an energy saving action, have them write and/or draw a pledge stating 

the specific action they will take. Put the students into pairs and have them share their pledges with 

one another. 

•  The next morning, have the students return to their pledge pairs and check in. Have the students 

remind each other of what their pledges were and tell each other if they completed the action on their 

pledge the day before. If both students achieved their promised action, have them high five or fist 

bump to avoid that cold going around. Encourage the students to get as many high fives/bumps as 

possible throughout the weeks. 

(Depending on time, this activity can be repeated daily and new pledges can be made. Working on one action 

through the week is great but if they want to branch out and impress you, let it happen! Multiple pledges can 

be stapled together into a book or glued onto a personal pledge sheet for safe keeping and tracking purposes). 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None       5-10 mins    Indoor Activity 



Activity 2 - Saying is Believing 
    

 

 

 

Objective: To encourage students to conserve energy and to share that 

message with others. 

What to Expect:  

For younger kids, simply encourage them to repeat Eddie’s rhyme from the show. Older kids can brainstorm a 

catchy slogan that they can share with friends and family. If desired, this slogan can be put on a poster for the 

students to decorate, or the focal point of an energy conservation campaign. Ideally, these rhymes and slogans 

will become a habit to say without prompts. 

Materials:  

 Voices and enthusiasm (young) 

 Big paper 

 Writing utensils 

 Colouring materials 
 

Description  

Ask your students to repeat Eddie’s energy rhyme at appropriate times – before recess, lunch, or as a transition 

between activities.  “Use less energy, clean the air, it’s only fair, because we share!” If need be, you can have a 

short discussion with the class to break down the meaning of the rhyme. A lot of energy we use comes from 

fossil fuels, which add pollution and make the air dirty. If we use less energy, by doing things like turning off the 

lights, that means less pollution. That’s good news for us because we all breathe in the air, and we would 

rather fill our lungs with nice, clean air. 

For older students, have them design their own slogan/catchphrase (either in groups or individually). For 

example, “If you’re bright, you’ll turn off the light.”  You can start a discussion with your class about what 

makes effective and memorable messaging and slogans. Encourage students to consider their target audience. 

Who is the message for? Will they share it with younger students at their school, or elders in the community? 

What will make their message stand out? What will make it memorable? Remind them that simple is usually 

better. These slogans can then be turned into attention-grabbing posters, or put to music to create catchy 

jingles.  

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None      P-3:  5 mins    Indoor Activity 

     4-12: 30-90 mins 



Activity 3  - Temperature Battles 
 

 

 

Objectives: To get students active while making them aware of how 

counterproductive it is to have both windows open and the heat on. 

What to Expect:  

A running game, followed by a class discussion. 

Materials:  

 Open space to play this game such as a gymnasium or field 
 Ideally at least 20 short cones (or other objects that can be flipped ex. cups) 

 

Description  

Before the activity, spread out an even number of cones (ideally at least 20) around the playing area. Half of 

these cones should be upright, half of them should be upside down.  Divide the class into 2 even teams - one 

team is Team Cold, and the other team is Team Hot. When you say go, the students are free to run around the 

playing area flipping cones. The object of the game is to try to control the temperature of the room by having 

all the cones flipped in your team’s direction. Everyone on the Team Cold is trying to add cool air by opening 

windows to let a breeze in (i.e. trying to get all cones flipped upside down), while everyone on Team Hot is 

trying to add warm air to the room (i.e. trying to get all the cones flipped right side up). Allow the game to 

continue until one team gets all the cones flipped their way (or more likely, when the students need a break).  

Ask the students how frustrating it was trying to control the temperature of the room. Did either team ever get 

the room hot or cold? The futility of trying to get all the cones flipped your way when there is another team 

working against you shows the futility of trying to heat or cool a room when the windows are open while the 

heat is on. If you want to warm a room, close all the windows before turning on the heat. If you want to cool a 

room cool, make sure the heat is off before opening the windows. If you don’t you’re just starting a 

temperature war that requires much more energy ($$$ & dirty air) than necessary. 

To illustrate this point, you can add the following activity:  Stop the game and ensure that there is an even 

amount of cones flipped right side up and upside down. On GO!, time how long it takes Team Cold to get all the 

cones flipped upside down. Reset half of the cones and time Team Hot. Which team could do it the fastest? 

Discuss how much easier it was to control the temperature of the room when there was no one working 

against you. 

See next page for optional additions. 

 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     5 mins      20 mins   Gym/Outdoor Activity 



Optional addition: Maintain the numbers on Team Hot, but have only a few Team Cold players flipping cones. 

Can Team Hot ever win or will there always be some more work to do adding warm air? How much longer does 

it take for Team Hot to flip all the cones when there is some opposition as opposed to no opposition? This can 

show that when windows are slightly open or are not sealed properly, it takes a lot more time and effort for 

the heat to be effective, which results in a waste of energy. It’s much easier if there is no one from Team Cold 

in play (i.e. all windows are sealed shut). 

 

Optional addition: Maintain the numbers on Team Hot, but have only a few Team Cold players flipping cones. 

Can Team Hot ever win or will there always be some more work to do adding warm air? How much longer does 

it take for Team Hot to flip all the cones when there is some opposition as opposed to no opposition? This can 

show that when windows are slightly cracked open or the windows are not sealed properly, it takes a lot more 

time and effort for the heat to be effective, which results in a waste of energy. It’s much easier if there is no 

one from Team Cold in play (i.e. all windows are sealed shut). 

  



Activity 4  - Light Switch Tag 
 

 

 

Objective: To get students active while reinforcing the habits of turning off the lights. 

What to Expect:  

An energy conservation variation on a tag game. 

Materials:  

 Open space to play this game such as a gymnasium or field 
 Boundary markers if necessary 

Description  

This is a classic game of freeze tag, with an energy conservation twist. If needed, set up a boundary around the 

playing area. Choose a few students to be “It.” Everyone else runs around, trying to avoid being tagged by 

those who are “It”. When tagged, students must stop where they are and start running on the spot instead. 

They have become a light that has been left on - wasting energy in one location. These tagged students must 

also have their arm stuck out and their hand up (imagine someone motioning “Stop”), like a light switch in the 

“on” position. Tagged students stuck in place can only start running around again when someone who is not 

“It” turns out the light by tapping their hand downwards (i.e. turning the switch into the “off” position). After a 

few minutes, stop the game and switch the students who are “It”. 

After the game, and when you’ve all caught your breath, you can discuss with your students how it felt to be a 

light left on for a long time. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None      15 mins   Gym/Outdoor Activity 



Activity 5  - That Reminds Me… 
 

 

 

 

Objective: To design reminders to reinforce the habits of turning off the 

lights and unplugging unnecessary appliances. 

What to Expect:  

A storytelling and design activity.  

Materials:  

 Paper 

 Scissors 

 Tape 

 Colouring utensils 

Description  

Sometimes we all need a little reminder to be good energy savers. Your class will design little reminder cards to 
help you, until your energy saving actions become a habit. 
 
You will be creating a reminder card to sit either over top of or beside a light switch or an outlet. 
If you’re making a light switch/outlet cover, measure the light switch/outlet plate and draw it on a sheet of 
paper, including small rectangles for the switches/outlets. Draw a new rectangle about 1 cm larger on each side 
of the switch/outlet plate outline. Cut out this new rectangle and the light switch/outlet holes and decorate as 
you like (i.e. write a message or draw a face). Tape over the light switch or outlet.  
 
On the card, you can write a fun little slogan. For example: “Here’s a bright idea: turn off 
the lights!” or “Switch Off, Save Energy.” More visual students could even design a little 
power plant to sit above the switch or outlet to remind them where their electivity is 
coming from.  
 
Another great option is to personify your light switch or outlet. Remember that when we name something, 
we’re more likely to take care of it. Turn the light switch into a cat who needs the lights off to take a nap or an 
owl who loves when it’s dark. Create a story around your animal of choice and remind your students to turn off 
the lights to keep their new friend happy. You can then design a reminder card that looks like your animal to 
place around the light switch. You could also add eyes above an outlet, and make up a story about how relaxing 
it is for your outlet friend to be able to breathe again after having been plugged up all day. Even something as 
simple as adding googly eyes to your light switch or outlet cover will encourage students to engage with it. 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     5 mins      15 mins    Indoor Activity 



Activity 6  - Fridge Memory 
 

 

 

 

Objective: A fun brain exercise with an energy conservation focus. 

What to Expect:  

A quick, time-filler, brain-starter game. 

Materials:  

 Memory cards (identical backs, matching pairs)  

Description  

Ask your students how much energy they think their fridge uses. Accepting general terms like “a lot” or “not 

too much” are fine since not many people can visualize a wattage.  But just so you know, a modern refrigerator 

uses about 550W, and it’s running all the time. That’s “a lot”. It’s about the same as leaving 10 lights on all day. 

Fridges have to do work to keep your food cool, and anytime the door is open, some of their hard work 

disappears and they have to make new cold air. 

Tip: One way to help use less energy is to know what you want out of the fridge before you open the door. 

Don’t open the fridge door and then spend 5 minutes deciding what you’re going to eat – that lets out so much 

cold air that that poor fridge worked so hard to make! Instead, keep a list of what’s in the fridge on the outside 

of the fridge, and decide what you’re going to have before you open the fridge door. 

If you don’t make a list for your fridge door, but you really want to save energy, you have to have a good 

MEMORY and that brings us to the challenge! In order to help remember what is inside the fridge so that we 

only have to open the door for a short amount of time, tell the students that you are going to exercise their 

fridge memory. 

Print out the memory card sheet below. Cut along the black lines to make cards. Mix them up and spread them 

face down in a square on a table. Students will take turns flipping two cards until they get a match. When you 

get a match, you get to go again. Keep flipping until all the matches have been found. But hurry, don’t take too 

many turns or you will let all the cold air out. 

Note: Although terribly convincing, the food cards are not edible.  

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     5 mins      15 mins    Indoor 
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Activity 7  - Sweater Weather 
 

 

 

Objective: To allow students a chance to be creative while reinforcing the 

message of putting a sweater on instead of turning up the heat. 

What to Expect:  

An arts and crafts activity, and/or an opportunity to discuss environmentally-friendly practices and marketing. 

Materials:  

 Blackline master (next page) 

 Arts and crafts materials 

 

Description 

Winter is coming! As the temperatures start dropping, we need to find ways to keep warm. Unlike mammals in 

the wild, we humans don’t have big furry coats to keep us warm. But we do have regular coats that we can 

wear that keep us just as roasty-toasty.  

 

Did you know that heating accounts for 80% of residential energy use in Canada? If each person turned down 

their heat by just 2 degrees, it would be the same as shutting down a 600 megawatt coal-fired power plant, or 

taking nearly 700,000 cars off the road! So next time you’re home and feel chilly, instead of cranking up the 

heat, put on another layer. This can be a blanket, slippers, fuzzy sweatpants, or a nice cozy sweater. 

 

After sharing this information with students, tell them that they will be designing the sweater that they can put 

on to keep warm instead of turning up the heat. 

 

Younger students can simply colour the sweater or decorate it with pipe cleaners, pom-poms, feathers, glitter – 

whatever they want to add. Maybe they can find some scrap materials lying around to use – less waste is 

always better! 

 

Older students can use the opportunity to put an educational message on the sweater – like how much energy 

can be saved by not turning on the heat or a reminder to take shorter showers. To extend the discussion 

further, have them be the CEOs of an eco-fashion corporation. What would their logo look like? How would 

they get people to wear their products instead of turning up the heat? Beyond their brand’s reminders on the 

sweaters, what else could the company do to promote clean energy and energy conservation? What factors 

might their company have to take into account in order to be as environmentally friendly as possible? 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     2 mins      15-30 mins    Indoor Activity 
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Activity 8  - Watt’s the Magic Number? 

 

 

 

Objective: To put an energy twist on any mathematical activity or problem 

so as to keep environmental awareness alive and well, even during math 

period! 

What to Expect:  

Same old math, now with Energy Examples! 

Materials:  

 Paper 
 Pencils 
 Calculators if necessary 

 

Description  

Take a few minutes to re-write math problems for your students by inserting objects related to energy into the 

problem. Solve environmental problems and math problems at the same time! For example, you can turn 

apples into wind turbines, pencils into lightbulbs, or ice creams into sweaters – be creative! When you’re 

adding and subtracting, turn TVs or lights on and off, or the temperature up and down. When you’re 

multiplying or dividing, try using Watts (W), Hours (h), and kilowatt hours (kWh). 

Examples:  

1. Hans wanted to make the air in his town cleaner so he put up 7 wind turbines on his property to 
produce clean energy. His next door neighbour Guntar liked the idea so much that he put up 15 more 
wind turbines. How many wind turbines were there in total?  
Answer: 7 + 15 = 22 wind turbines 

2. When Janelle comes home from school there are 8 lights on in the house. If she turns off 5 lights, how 

many lights are left on? Answer: 8 - 5 = 3 lights 

 

3. If Niels and Anya have an electric kettle that uses 300W, and they use it for 6 hours a week, how many 

kilowatt-hours of energy do they use for their kettle? 

Answer: 300W * 6h / 1000 = 1.8kWh 

 

 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     5 mins      15 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Activity 9  - Write a Letter 
 

 
 

Objective: To help your students reinforce the connection between their 

energy conservation efforts and its positive impact in creating clean air and 

healthy communities. 

 What to Expect:  

A letter writing literacy activity. 

Materials:  

 Paper 
 Writing/drawing utensils 
 

Description  

Younger students can either write a letter to Eddie or draw a picture describing/depicting their energy 

conservation efforts. Examples of pictures could be a rendering of them turning out the lights or turning down 

the temperature at night. A picture of themselves with their friend Eddie would be great too!  In their letters, 

students can describe their personal energy conservation efforts or their thoughts/feelings about keeping the 

air clean for everyone.  

Older students can write a letter to an imaginary pen pal in a different community. In this letter, they can share 

tips and tricks for saving energy and describe what their community is doing to help clean the air. 

Alternatively, students can write a letter to their future self. In this letter, they can describe what they are 

currently doing to save energy, what they see themselves doing over the next few years, and what they 

imagine the world will look like thanks to their work telling everyone about taking care of the air and reducing 

their energy use.  

For example: “Dear future self, it must be nice living in a world where there are wind turbines and solar panels 

scattered throughout every community, where people always bike when they can, and everyone turns off their 

lights and electronics when they are not using them. I’m glad that I helped make the air cleaner for you by 

putting on a sweater instead of turning up the heat and turning off the lights...” 

Finally, you could have students write a letter that discusses their ideas for incorporating energy efficiency, 
conservation, and renewable energy into their homes, schools, and communities in order to make a positive 
impact on their world. Students can send these letters to their local school board or councillors, highlighting 
any changes they would like to see that will better their communities and the planet.      
 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None      15 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

We here at Clean would love to read these letters and pictures, and can even help send them to your local 

councillors. Letters and pictures can be sent together in one envelope to the following address, or they can be 

scanned and emailed to enviroed@clean.ns.ca:  

Clean Foundation 

c/o EnviroEd 

126 Portland Street 

Dartmouth NS, B2Y 1H8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Activity 10  - Inputs and Outputs 
 

 

 

Objective: To get students thinking about the concept of energy inputs and 

outputs. 

What to Expect:  

A basic introduction to energy through a class discussion about what makes things “go”.  

Materials:  

 Whiteboard/Chalkboard 

 Appliances like a toaster, fan, etc. 

Description  

Get the students to do something active, like jumping jacks. Once they are done, ask them what gave them the 

energy to do those jumping jacks? We humans put food into our bodies, which gives us the energy to do things 

like walking, talking, jumping, and even growing. For humans, we INPUT food, and as an OUTPUT, we get 

movement. Just like us humans, appliances also have inputs and outputs.  

Gather students to look at appliances like a fan and a toaster. Discuss the source of energy for each appliance 

and ask students what purpose each appliance serves. Introduce the concept of “outputs” and explain that 

when you put energy into something, you get something out of it, an output (e.g., moving air from the fan, or 

heat from the toaster). The basic energy outputs are light, heat, movement, and sound. Ask students for other 

examples of outputs and record their answers (ex. TV = pictures on a screen; car = transportation; lamp = light).  

Now, think about the inputs. What do you have to put into these objects to make them produce these outputs? 

Yes, they plug into the wall. Just like we might go to the fridge to get food to give us energy, appliances get 

plugged into outlets to get electricity to work. If you like, you can even go further with your students. Where 

does that electricity come from? Electricity is generated in a power plant, which gets its energy from a 

combination of fossil fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas) and renewables (solar, wind, hydroelectric). Fossil fuels 

come from plants that lived long ago, and plants get their energy from the sun, so really it is the sun that is the 

source of all our energy. 

Get your students to further think through energy inputs and outputs with an activity. You can draw or print 

symbols of energy inputs, energy uses, and outputs. For example, for energy inputs, you could have the sun, an 

outlet, wind, muscles, and a battery. For energy uses, you could have a lightbulb, an iPod, a pinwheel, a 

wheelbarrow, and a thermometer. And for energy outputs, you would have light, heat, sound, or movement.  

Ask students to draw lines connecting the input to the energy use to the type of energy output. Alternatively, 

cut out the symbols and have students walk around the class matching them up together. 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     10 mins      15 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Activity 11  - A History of Energy Usage 

 

 

 

Objective: To think about how our energy usage has changed over time. 

What to Expect:  

A research activity and reflection comparing energy usage across generations and around the world. 

Materials:  

 Internet access for research 

Description  

Encourage your students to research energy usage over the decades. Have them compare 200 years ago, 100 

years ago, 50 years ago, and 20 years ago to now. Help them think through the following questions: How has 

the way we accomplish things changed? What new technologies have been added over the years? How do 

these new technologies impact our energy usage? What did our ancestors use for things like heat and light? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of modern appliances such as dishwashers? Could we survive 

nowadays if we only had the same technology as our ancestors from 100 years ago?  

Now think about our energy usage over the next 20 and 50 years. What does the future look like? What new 

technologies do you think will be invented or improved? How will they impact our energy usage? Have your 

students design a future that incorporates clean energy and energy conservation. What does this ideal green 

future look like? How will you create this future for your descendants and the generations to come? 

Instead of or in addition to comparing energy use throughout history, you can also get your students to 

research energy usage in different places around the world. You can assign each student 1 country, or tell the 

students to pick 6 different countries to compare – 1 from each permanently inhabited continent. How does 

the energy use vary around the world? What causes these differences? 

  

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None      30 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Activity 12  - Bright Ideas 
 

 

 

Objective: To encourage students to reflect on various topics related to 

energy. 

What to Expect:  

Class discussions, with opportunity for individual reflection. 

Materials:  

 Writing materials if desired 

Description  

Engage your class in a discussion based around one of the following prompts. Each discussion is worth one 

point on the battery tracker. If desired, you can also have your students write a short reflection on the topic 

either before or after the class discussion. 

• In what ways do our everyday choices impact the environment? How can we make energy choices that 
are better for our planet? 

• What is electricity? What do we use it for? How do we generate it?  

• What is renewable energy? Why are renewables so beneficial for our world, both socially and 
environmentally?  

• What energy efficiency or design features do you think should be considered when constructing new 

homes? 

• For what purposes is hot water really needed in the home? In your opinion, what are some reasons 

many people use more hot water than they really need? 

• What is the difference between energy efficiency and energy conservation? Which do you think has a 

bigger impact and why? Which do you think is easier to implement? 

• If you had control, what would you change at your home and at your school to use less energy and 

make them more environmentally friendly? 

• What is your dream job? How do you make sure that your dream job is environmentally friendly? 

• What technologies are available to consumers to power their homes? Choose one source that would 

make sense for powering your home. What are the logistics for making that happen? 

• Do some research into Nova Scotia’s energy goals. Are they realistic? Are they too strict or not strict 

enough? 

 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None      5-20 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Activity 13  - Food Miles/Detectives for a Day 
 

 

 

Objective: To discover where products come from and how transporting 

these products can ultimately affect the air quality. 

What to Expect:  

A hands-on group activity where students can work in pairs. 

Materials:  

 A variety of household goods; ideally items labelled with their country of origin  
 Paper 
 Pencils 
 World maps or globes of any kind  

 

Description  

Step One: Ask students to bring in one item from their home that is clearly labeled with its country of origin. 

This may be a tag, or a text box on the side of a package (example: “Made in China”). Using a roll of masking 

tape, be sure to place the owner’s name on the item along with a number so that all students can easily 

identify each item when it comes to discussion time. Teachers should come prepared with a few items in case 

students forget or are unable to participate. 

Step Two: Display all the items by placing them on desks or a few work stations – somewhere where students 

can examine them without crowding. Ask the students (in pairs) to imagine that they are detectives searching 

for clues. If there are any magnifying glasses or flashlights around, put them to use! Have the students each 

look over the items and try to determine where they were made and then record their answers. They can start 

with any item as they will all be numbered. Their entries may look like this: 

#1 China 

#12 California 

#4 Indonesia 

Step Three: Once they have a list of countries/ provinces or states, come together as a class and compare 

answers. Are there any discrepancies? If so, examine the labels together. 

Step Four: When students agree on all the items, allow them time to find each location (or as many as you have 

time to complete) on a world map or globe. From each location, have the class estimate the distance it would 

take to travel to Nova Scotia. They can guess hours of flight, kilometres or simply state the following: Close, Far 

Away, Very Far Away! Ex. # 1 China - Very Far Away! 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     15 mins      35 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Step Five:  Go to Google Maps to find the exact distance for a small selection of items (perhaps just the ones 

you brought in so that you can find your answers in advance). 

Step Six: Ask your students to consider the amount of energy used in transporting these goods, and the amount 

of air pollution that is created when we demand and buy items that come from overseas. Do airplanes and 

trucks burn fossil fuels?  Are we making our air dirty by shopping for our wants and needs? Is it important to 

keep the air clean for all people and animals?  

#1 China - Very Far Away – Very Dirty Air 

 

To adapt this activity for younger grades, bring in a few items, even fruits and vegetables, and ask the students 

to guess if the ‘orange’ came from close by or far away. Help them visualize where the selected items came 

from on a map or globe and how many hours it would take to drive or fly the item to NS. You can talk about 

how cars and planes can make the air dirty and have them think about how much cleaner the air would be if 

we bought more things from close to home. 

  



 

Activity 14  - My Clean Community 
 

 

 

Objective: To encourage students to imagine their ideal green future. 

What to Expect:  

A visualization exercise followed by a design activity. 

Materials:  

 Paper 

 Pencils 

 Colouring Utensils 

Description  

Have your students close their eyes and imagine a world that is green and environmentally friendly, a world 

where people don’t waste energy and the air is clean. Let them wander around in this world for a while. 

Afterwards, ask them who or what was in this world with them? Were there lots of animals? What were the 

people like? If there were buildings, what did they look like? Ask them to draw their ideal world. 

Then have them consider what is different between that world and the world they live in now? What actions 

could they take to make their world a little more environmentally friendly? 

Have older students design their own energy-efficient/eco-friendly home or school or community. Encourage 

them to draw this home, school, or community, and then write a little bit about the different items they have 

included. What makes their design energy-efficient/eco-friendly? Encourage them to consider how their power 

is being generated, what physical objects have been built to waste less energy, and what the inhabitants are 

doing to be smart energy users. 

We at Clean would love to see these designs! You can mail them to the address below or you can scan and 

email them to enviroed@clean.ns.ca:  

Clean Foundation 

c/o EnviroEd 

126 Portland Street 

Dartmouth NS, B2Y 1H8 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None      15-45 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Activity 15  - Green Job Fair 
 

 

 

Objective: To encourage students to explore careers and opportunities in 

the green economy. 

What to Expect:  

A reflection activity and a chance to research and write about jobs in the green economy. 

Materials:  

 Internet access for research 

 Paper 

 Writing/drawing utensils 

Description  

Ask students to imagine their dream job. Now have them consider what they could do in their dream job to be 

environmentally-friendly. Maybe it’s a policeman who stops people who are littering, a teacher who helps 

others learn about planet Earth, or a builder who builds wind turbines.  Have them write and/or draw this 

green career. 

For slightly older students, have them design a one-page job profile for a job in the green sector. Anything that 

deals with the environment or energy in some way is fair game. Have your students include what the 

profession’s day-to-day activities are and how their job helps the environment. 

To help the students, you can make a list of green jobs and assign each student a different career. You can also 

allow your students to be more independent and find a career that sounds interesting to them. Older students 

can even be encouraged interview someone who has that job via phone or email. This is a great opportunity to 

showcase the diversity of jobs in the green economy. Whatever your passion, be it engineering, scuba diving, 

marketing, design, chemistry, teaching, or so much more, there is a green job for you!  

Once your students have written their profiles, place all the profiles around the room and host a career fair, 

where students can wander around the room looking at the different profiles. Encourage your students to act 

as if they currently have their chosen profession and answer questions that their classmates have about their 

job. 

  

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
10 mins       30 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Activity 16  - Spelling Test 
 

 

 

Objective:  To put an environmental lens on an age-old spelling test. 

What to Expect:  

Classic spelling test, now with an environmental twist! 

Materials:  

 Books of any subject from your personal, classroom, school or public library or individual leveled 
readers depending on the age group 

 Paper and pencils for spelling test 
 A students desire to see his or her own teacher take a test ☺ 

 

Description  

As your students read books or other readings, ask them to identify and record any nature or energy words 

(wind, light, power) in the text or depicted in the artwork for each page. 

 Allow students to design their own spelling test based on nature or energy words they discover in their current 

reading projects/various subjects.  

Individual students can volunteer to design the list each week or every student can contribute one or more 

words for the whole class to tackle. Teachers can take the test to show respect for the student’s work and add 

an element of fun.  

Alternatively, the test could be designed specifically for the teacher to take! This will really encourage the 

students to find great nature words with which to challenge you on the spot (no studying time necessary)! 

Teachers can challenge the students in return and ask for definitions of each word. They won’t see it coming 

and it will remind them who the boss is again. ;) 

 

  

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None      15 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Activity 17  - Energy Savers vs. Energy Wasters 
 

 

 

Objective: To reinforce knowledge gained on energy topics. 

What to Expect:  

A team tag game that encourages students think about energy conservation. 

Materials:  

 Open space to play this game such as a gymnasium or field 
 Center line and end line markers, if necessary 

Description  

Divide your class into 2 even teams, standing on either side of a center line. One of these is the "Energy Savers" 

team and the other is the "Energy Wasters" team. Energy Savers do things that use less energy, like turning off 

the lights when they leave a room, whereas Energy Wasters do things that use more energy, like leaving the 

lights on when they leave a room. 

Once the teams are line up on either side of a center line (about 5 feet apart), make a statement about an 

energy habit. After the statement ends, count down from 10 to give them a chance to think about whether that 

statement is something an Energy Saver would do or something an Energy Waster would do. When you reach 

1, shout “Go.” If the statement is a good energy habit, the players on the “Energy Savers” team are “It” and 

they chase the players on the “Energy Wasters” team back towards their end line. If the statement is a bad 

energy habit, the players on the “Energy Wasters” team are “It” and they chase the players on the “Energy 

Savers” team back towards their end line. If players pass the end line without being tagged, they are safe and 

remain on the same team. If they are tagged, they join the other team. Anyone who runs the wrong way must 

do 10 jumping jacks before rejoining their team. Reset the teams in the middle and make another statement. 

Continue making statements for as long as you want. The team that has the most players at the end of the 

playing time is the winner. 

Here is an example: 

You make the statement: “Washing your clothes in hot water instead of cold water.” In this case, on “Go,” the 

players of the "Energy Wasters" team would chase the players on the "Energy Savers " team towards the 

“Energy Savers” team’s end line. Any “Energy Savers” players tagged would join the “Energy Wasters” team for 

the next statement. 

You can modify the game so that the sides are simply True and False. Your statements can still be about energy 

conservation, such as “Washing your clothes in hot water uses less energy than washing them in cold water” or 

they can be about other energy topics, such as “Fossil fuels are a type of renewable energy.” 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     5 mins      15 mins   Gym/Outdoor Activity 



 

Activity 18  - Running Out Of Juice 
 

 

 

Objective: To encourage students to consider the impacts of leaving lights 

and other electronics on. 

What to Expect:  

A small science experiment and an active hands-on demonstration, followed by a discussion. 

Materials:  

 2 Flashlights 

Description  

Bring two battery-powered flashlights into the class. Turn them both on and shine them around the room. 

Then, leave one on, and turn the other off. Periodically observe the light from the flashlight left on. Is it getting 

dimmer (you can turn the other one on temporarily to compare)? How long until the flashlight left on burns 

out? Have your students think about why the flashlight is getting dimmer. One flashlight has lots of energy, 

because it’s getting lots of rest by being turned off, but the other one has to keep working hard to keep giving 

you light and eventually it gets tired and runs out of energy.  

To add a little physical activity in your day, have your students imagine that they are a light, and them running 

on the spot is the same as a light shining. Get your students to run on the spot for 30 seconds. Ask them how 

they feel. Now, have them run on the spot for 2 whole minutes. Now how do they feel? Are they tired? Shining 

for a bit is okay, but when you have to keep running all the time, it can be quite tiring! Lights need a break too!  

Now, if you told them to keep running on the spot for 10 whole minutes, but left the room, would they keep 

running? What if everyone left the room except for one individual? If you were the one left in the class while 

everyone else left, would you want to keep running, even when there was no one there to appreciate your 

efforts? It feels pretty pointless right? That’s like leaving a light on when there’s no one in the room using it. 

Make sure you give the lights a break by turning them off when you don’t need them! Use natural light or half-

light where possible, and make sure if you’re the last to leave a room that the lights are turned off. The same is 

true for electronics – if you’re not using it, turn it off! 

 

 

 

 

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     2 mins      15 mins    Indoor Activity 



 

Activity 19  - 1,2,3 Clean Energy 
 

 

 

Objective: To have fun and be physically active, while embracing renewable 

energy! 

What to Expect:  

A game best played in a gymnasium with full class participation. Similar to “Red Light, Green Light”. 

Materials:  

 Large open space to play this game such as a gymnasium or field 
 

Description  

One person stands at one end of the gymnasium and will be called the ‘Power Source’ (PS). The remaining 

students stand at the other end of the gym. The PS will have their back facing the rest of the class.  When the 

PS shouts, “1, 2, 3, Clean Energy!” the class will attempt to run toward the PS but must freeze when the PS 

turns to face them. The PS determines the last person to stop running, and sends that person back to the 

beginning, but only after the PS decides which type of energy will send them back. Choices include: 

Wind Energy! – Everyone will spin their arms like a wind turbine and blow the student back. 

Solar Energy! – Everyone will stretch their arms out to the side and smile, teeth and all. 

Marine Energy! – Everyone will lunge forward using their arms to blast “water” in one direction. 

Whoosh! 

The game is repeated until someone makes it past PS. That person will then become the new PS. 

 

 

  

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
     None      20 mins   Gym/Outdoor Activity  



 

Activity 20  - Renew-A-Bean Activity 
 

 

 

Objective: To encourage students to reflect on energy sources and energy 

use. 

What to Expect:  

An eye-opening, hands-on activity to teach students about the value of renewable energy. Different coloured 

beads will be used to represent renenwable and non-renewable energy in a simulation which shows how, over 

several decades, non-renewable resources will be depleted. 

Materials:  

 Beads or Beans or Paperclips 

Description  

Assemble 2 colours of beads/beans/paperclips to represent the renewable and non -renewable energy we 

have in the world. Each turn, students will close their eyes and draw beads from a bag, representing the 

amount of energy used by the global population in a decade.  

1) Start with bag #1. This bag is filled with only red beads, which represent non-renewable energy. The first 

student will close their eyes and draw 5 beads from the bag. Because of the overall population growth, the next 

person will draw 6 beads. Continue around the group drawing beads. Each person should draw one more bead 

than the person before them. Continue until no beads remain in the bag. How many decades did the energy 

last?  

2) Now use bag # 2, in which 20% of the red beads have been replaced with green beads (which represent 

renewable energy). Repeat what you did with bag #1 (1st person draws 5 beads, 2nd person draws 6 etc.), 

except that this time, if a green bead is drawn, it is returned to the bag before the next person draws. Continue 

until no red beads remain in the bag. How many decades did the energy last this time?  

3) This time, let your students design their own bead bag with its own rules. Keeping the same total amount of 

beads, allow them to replace up to 33% of red beads with green beads. They can also choose the amount of 

beads drawn each turn, as long as it is more than 4 beads/turn. They can even decide if they will continue to 

keep their eyes closed while drawing beads. Continue until no red beads remain in the bag. How many decades 

did the energy last this time?  

Ask the students why they made their rule changes and what those changes might represent in real life. Take 

home messages could include that education, energy conservation, and the development and prioritization of 

renewable energies can preserve the energy supply for future generations and can help extend the availability 

of non-renewables for the things that are still currently reliant on it.  

Prep Time:      Activity time:     Location: 
   15 mins      30 mins    Indoor Activity 


